
10 BENEFITS WITH A PAPPELINA RUG/ 10 REASONS TO CHOOSE A PAPPELINA RUG 

MADE IN SWEDEN 
Everything we do, we do in Sweden. From the materials, the design, the weaving, the logistics, the distribution; in 
fact from conception to completion all our rugs are totally Swedish – from the heart. 

GENUINE CRAFTSMANSHIP 
Our rugs are produced at our local weaving mill in Leksand, Dalarna. Every rug we produce represents a piece of 
genuine craftsmanship, made using the highest quality materials by devoted artisans. 

GREAT MATERIAL 
We only ever use certificated phthalate and toxin free PVC material manufactured in Sweden and fully approved 
by REACH®. 

EASY TO CLEAN 
Hand or machine wash cold, at 30°C/85F, or just simply rinse with water or clean with a damp cloth. Our rugs are 
also extremely easy to vacuum, mop or even to clean outside with a regular or high-pressure hose. PVC is a totally 
colour fast material which will not fade when washing or cleaning the rugs even when using detergents.  

UV RESISTANT 
A Pappelina rug has an extremely high sun and UV resistance. Our rugs have been tested for colour fastness 
according to the international standardization ISO 105-A05 with the result of a 4 in a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is the 
highest score.  

ALLERGY FRIENDLY 
Non-absorbent hygienic rug that does not hold dust making it ideal for people with allergies and asthma as well 
environments where cleanliness is paramount. 

WATER RESISTANT 
A Pappelina rug is water resistant and will dry within 60 minutes, which means it’s perfect for any room! Kitchens, 
hallways, entrances, office spaces, bathrooms, kids’ rooms and outdoor spaces. 

LONG-LASTING 
When buying a Pappelina rug it will last a lifetime providing our recommended care instructions are followed. It is 
truly an evergreen product and design, not a use and discard product, so we are proud, and confident, to offer a 3-
year warranty on all our rugs. 

NON-TOXIC 
Our plastic rugs contain no hazardous substances such as phthalates or heavy metals. The PVC we use is approved 
for and used in the food industry and in toys production within both the EU and the US. 

SUPER FUNCTIONAL  
The use of a Pappelina rug has no limits! It’s decorative, non-slip, soft, reversible, indoor and outdoor compliant 
giving excellent grip on hard surfaces as well as being perfect on heated floors. With the wide range to choose 
from you will have no problem finding a rug for your purpose. 



PVC Information 

SUSTAINABILTY  

Can a plastic rug be sustainable? 

To ask this question of ourselves before buying a new plastic product is completely natural but to answer it we need 

to have trusted information to hand. So here at Pappelina we decided to ask ourselves that very question and 

explain how make our choices when it comes to the plastic in our rugs. 

PVC 

MADE IN SWEDEN 

When you buy a Pappelina rug you can feel assured that it has been manufactured to fully meet the highest 

demands that exist in today’s world in terms of both environmental and working conditions. Only by using Swedish 

raw materials and maintaining our entire production in Sweden do we ensure we have full control over our rugs 

from beginning to end. 

GENUINE CRAFTSMANSHIP 

In a family-owned weaving mill in Leksand, Dalarna, founded in the 1940s, our rugs are still traditionally woven by 

experienced craftsmen and women - a production process we are tremendously proud of. This ensures we maintain 

total oversight of our rugs from start to finish whilst at the same time creating important work opportunities in the 

local community helping to keep the Swedish artisan tradition of weaving alive. 

GREAT MATERIAL 

We are proud to be picky about our material! We only use the highest quality plastic material. A rug from Pappelina 

is exclusively woven from the purist plastic ribbons made in Sweden. By purchasing Swedish-made raw material we 

can meet our high-quality standards and ensure that our rugs do not contain any harmful substances whatsoever. 

The plastic we use is approved for use in the food industry and to produce toys in both the EU and the US. 

NEW RAW MATERIAL 

PVC is a plastic that can be melted down and recycled. But since it is not possible to guarantee that recycled plastic 

is completely non-toxic, as virgin material always is, we choose to manufacture our rugs with new Swedish raw 

material which itself can be recycled! 

LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION & LOWER CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS 

The plastic we use is manufactured using very low energy consumption giving rise to lower emissions of carbon 

dioxide when compared to most other plastics such as the well-known PET and PP. 

LONG-LASTING 

PVC has an extremely long life-span. A Pappelina rug lasts for many years as long as our recommended care 

instructions are followed. This is an important environmental aspect; our carpets are not a wear and tear product 

that end up being thrown away into the natural environment. When you buy a rug from us we give you a 3-year 

warranty. 

GUARANTEED NON-TOXIC 

Our plastic rugs contain no phthalates nor hazardous substance. We guarantee this by using only Swedish plastic 

raw material sourced from Gislaved Folie AB, a company that is certified according to the international 

standardizations ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. If you buy a plastic product that has been produced outside of the EU 

then the plastic, even if it is newly manufactured, can still contain substances classified as hazardous to health. 



PVC – SOME QUICK FACTS 

Wherever we use plastic in todays’ world we must now ensure it is in the safest and most 

environmentally friendly conditions.  

Historically PVC used to contain some harmful ingredients such as chromium, lead, cadmium and 

phthalates all of which are harmful to people and to the environment giving the material an extremely 

bad reputation. In the last decades PVC has undergone a massive change for the better with a lot of 

research being undertaken into the composite of the material. As a result today’s PVC is 100% safe 

and fully sustainable, a positive message that is gradually winning over the historical negative one. 

PVC is a plastic that is produced with relatively low power consumption giving rise to much lower 

carbon dioxide emissions when compared to most other plastics including PP and the well-known PET. 

The PVC plastic we at Pappelina use exclusively is entirely free of phthalates and is completely non-

toxic; it is in fact approved for use in the food industry and for toys in the EU and the US. PVC is also 

used extensively in healthcare and medical devices such as tubes and blood bags. 

PVC has an extremely long life-span, is very durable and does not emit microplastic particles that 

affect our health and our nature.  

PVC is made from natural resources such as salt, oil and ethylene and, thanks to its composition, is 

100% recyclable as it can easily be melted down and reused. 

Our plastic supplier, Gislaved Folie AB of Sweden, is fully certified in accordance with the 

acknowledged international standardizations ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. 

We design and produce everything PVC in Sweden! Our production and distribution are wall-to-wall 

which gives environmental benefits when it comes to transports and logistics. In addition, it gives us 

complete control from concept to finished product. 

WANT TO LEARN MORE? 

• Vinyl Plus https://www.vinylplus.eu/

• British plastic federation

https://www.bpf.co.uk/topics/12_Good_Reasons_to_Specify_PVC.aspx

• Gislaved folie AB: https://www.gislavedfolie.se/en/

https://www.vinylplus.eu/
https://www.bpf.co.uk/topics/12_Good_Reasons_to_Specify_PVC.aspx
https://www.gislavedfolie.se/en/



